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The US assassination of Iran’s top general, Qasem Soleimani,
has escalated a “shadow war” in the Middle East between the US and Iran. Soleimani
was killed in a targeted, airstrike on January 3, near Baghdad International
Airport in Iraq. His death has brought about massive demonstrations against the
US and a warning that Iran will retaliate. Well, Iran did retaliate.

Iran attacked two bases in Iraq that house American troops
with a barrage of missiles early on January 8. Iraqi military officials said
that Iran had fired 22 missiles at two military bases in Iraq where American
troops are stationed. United States officials initially said there were no
immediate indications of American casualties, and senior Iraqi officials later
said that there were no American or Iraqi casualties in the strikes. Iran’s
supreme leader called the missile strikes a “slap in face” to the U.S.

While US President Donald Trump has given no indication that
the United States will respond militarily to Iran’s attacks, signaling
de-escalation, tensions of a possible all-out war in the Middle-east still
looms large.

Amidst all these escalations, the world order is again on the
brink of another World War. What all are stakes, if it is to take place?

This escalation doesn’t come without a backstory. The US-Iran
relationship has faced many ups and downs over the past century. More recent
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tensions have risen after Trump walked away from the Iran nuclear deal and re-imposed
crippling sanctions on the country in 2018. The United States has also grown
increasingly concerned about Iran’s influence in Iraq, the government of which
has faced months of popular protest.

Can out-of-control escalation happen?

Escalation is difficult to control. US aims and
statements don’t always match. While the US state department describes limited
targets of deterring Iran, Trump often speaks of much more drastic actions like
toppling the Iranian government, or bringing their economy to a halt.
With the size of the US military, this is likely not
taken with a grain of salt by Iranian leadership. Instead, it forces them to
plan for the worst, making it harder to back down from escalation if only to
maintain deterrence.
When severely challenged, nation states have two
choices. Negotiate a deal or use force to push back. The best case of this is
Iran’s agreement to the 2015 JCPOA nuclear agreement to reduce US sanctions.
This was only possible when the US made the effort of showing Iranian leaders
that the terms were to their benefit, were supported by the international
community, and didn’t risk their security. It took months of negotiations to
reach this point.
With a US President known for sudden decisions, and
pulling out of agreements, Iran’s strategic calculus can’t count on stability
and his interest in peace. In this case, escalation and counter-attacks may
seem like the better option.

What could Iran’s attack look like?

Iran is ranked as a highly militarily capable country
than any the US has fought since WWII, including Iraq or even North Vietnam. It
has spent a long time preparing for a possible war given its geopolitical
circumstances.
Iran will likely respond asymmetrically, through the
use of proxy war or small groups that can target American troops, their allies
or its economic concerns.
Historically however, asymmetrical warfare has never
caused the US to de-escalate, even if it has worn out public opinion over
drawn-out wars. On the flip side, the US has never been able to figure out a
compelling playbook for preventing or defending against asymmetric strategies
short of using overwhelming force.
There’s a deep risk to Iran’s use of asymmetrical
warfare. One asymmetric response may not trigger a war, but low-intensity
asymmetric conflict is still conflict, and can easily snowball into
high-intensity conventional war. Both sides could find themselves in a war
without remembering what triggered it.
Iran is unlikely to win a full-on conventional war
with the US, but at the same time the US can’t reliably occupy or conquer Iran
without paying the price of a difficult and costly ground war. Iran also has a
significant missile arsenal that could cause significant damage to US bases and
allied countries in the immediate region.



Would a US-Iran conflict spread?

While Iran can muster proxy militias in Iraq, Lebanon,
Yemen and Syria, few actual governments would be willing to risk a full-on war
with the US. Even US allies like Israel and Saudi Arabia would be hesitant to
directly participate unless they were the victim of Iranian attacks.
Given the cost of war, the US and Iran are more likely
to avoid it. This isn’t just the toll in human lives such a conflict would
bring. Brown University’s Costs of War project found that the US’s post-9/11
wars have cost at least $5.9 trillion. Analysts suggest that a full-scale war
with Iran could cost trillions amid rising budget deficits, failing
infrastructure and needed reforms to education, health care and economic
growth.
But there’s also the global economic context to look
at. A war with Iran would target oil facilities’; shutting off resources the
world relies on. Even with US 2018 sanctions, Iran produces a reduced 2 million
barrels of oil per day, and exports nearly half a million of them worldwide.
A war in the Persian Gulf would profoundly destabilize
the global oil system. If the Trump administration strikes Iran, unilaterally
or in conjunction with Saudi Arabia, and targets the state’s oil facilities,
these attacks will take more resources offline. Although Iran’s oil output has
declined significantly since the United States re-imposed sanctions in 2018,
the country still produces more than 2 million barrels of oil per day and
exports about half a million barrels per day of petroleum products and liquefied
petroleum gas to a variety of resource consumers. This could cause a global
energy crisis or severely impact markets, with a limit to how long national
strategic reserves can put off national discomfort and rising prices.
While the risks of an unintended creep to war are
difficult to dismiss, fears of WWIII are largely exaggerated. While other
countries such as Russia and China may oppose any US attacks, they’re highly
unlikely to join the fight themselves in the same way they didn’t join other US
wars.

What about Iran’s nuclear agenda?

Iran announced Sunday that it would no longer be bound
by any limits of the 2015 JCPOA nuclear deal that prevented it from enriching
weapons grade uranium.
Iran is also influenced by its geography. While it may
play the role of a regional power-player, it’s still more or less encircled by
Sunni Gulf States and US allies on every side.
For nearly 40 years, however, Iran has avoided direct
conflict as it sought to enhance its standing and ability to project force
through the region by asymmetric means. The only effective way for Iran to
truly become a regional hegemon is if it can have the strongest deterrent:
nuclear war.
The weeks and months ahead will show whether Iranian
leadership find the benefits of pursuing nuclearization outweigh the risks, or
if the issue of enrichment is better used as a negotiating tactic.
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